Wild Fever Chiasson 1 Donna
Grant
If you ally obsession such a referred Wild Fever Chiasson 1
Donna Grant ebook that will come up with the money for you
worth, acquire the completely best seller from us currently from
several preferred authors. If you want to entertaining books, lots
of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are afterward
launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all ebook collections Wild
Fever Chiasson 1 Donna Grant that we will entirely offer. It is not
roughly speaking the costs. Its very nearly what you need
currently. This Wild Fever Chiasson 1 Donna Grant , as one of the
most energetic sellers here will definitely be in the middle of the
best options to review.

Highland Mist - Donna Grant
2017-01-09
One prophecy to save the
world. Two realms fighting for
control. Three Druid sisters
who hold the key to salvation
and the hearts of the men who
would love them. Join New
York Times bestselling author
Donna Grant as she transports
you into the dark and
dangerous world of the Druids.
AN HONORABLE LAIRD…
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

Laird Connall MacInness was
born to a clan that for
centuries has been charged
with the guarding of the sacred
Druids. ‘Tis a duty he has
always met with a willing
heart, until the day his sister, a
Druid priestess, goes missing,
and the very Druids he has
protected refuse to help him
find the last remaining member
of his family. Then a 300 year
old prophecy places a Druid
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priestess in his hands for
safekeeping. ‘Tis the chance at
revenge that he’s been waiting
for, but is he willing to pay the
cost his revenge will
demand–the loss of his mate
and the future of Scotland? A
WILLING LASS… Glenna
MacNeil wants only to be free,
to find the purpose of her life.
When she is told to look for the
dark laird that would free her,
she eagerly goes with the
powerful laird who fights her
clan, not realizing she has set
in motion events that will
change the course of history.
Rage - Donna Grant 2022-11-15
New York Times bestselling
author Donna Grant returns to
her beloved Kindred world with
an all-new, captivating fantasy
romance trilogy sure to capture
hearts. Elin feels as if she’s
been in the fight of her life
forever. She lost her mother to
prejudice and
misunderstanding and her
sister to the Coven, not to
mention her home and the
freedom to use her magic
without consequence. But she
finally feels as if she has found
a place to at least rest—that is
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

if she can remain hidden. When
a mysterious illness befalls his
clan, taking many lives, Rob
Mackenzie finally goes to check
on the person squatting in the
cottage on his family’s land. He
hopes to find help. He doesn’t
expect the most enchanting
and enigmatic woman he’s ever
seen or the way she makes him
feel—the passions she rouses.
But it’s clear she has secrets,
and earning her trust may be
the toughest battle of his life.
When the truth comes to light
that a witch has been targeting
the Mackenzie clan, Elin can’t
remain sequestered. She
knows she can help, and some
things are more
important—especially when
they include saving the man
she has quickly come to love.
But it means revealing her
secret to him and those who
have hunted her kind for eons.
Those who see anything they
don’t understand as evil. Still,
Elin hasn’t been able to
safeguard those she’s loved in
the past. She has to at least try
to save Rob and his family.
Even if it means her end.
Dark Alpha's Obsession 2/24
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Donna Grant 2021-03-22
There is no escaping a Reaper.
I am an elite assassin, part of a
brotherhood that only answers
to Death. And when Death says
your time is up, I’m coming for
you… When Erith directs me to
infiltrate the enemy and topple
them from within, I
immediately accept the
challenge. I figure it’ll be easy
until a stunning warrior
goddess crosses my path and
diverts my attention. The
problem? She’s in league with
those I was sent to take down.
However, I soon discover there
is more to her than meets the
eye and quickly find my
mission divided: disband this
new group of Fae Others and
save the gorgeous Light from
her family—and herself. All it
takes is one look, one
conversation to know that she’s
mine, and I will chance Death’s
displeasure to make it so. But
the risks are great. Because
when you fall in love with the
enemy, more than your heart is
on the line.
Prince of Desire - Donna Grant
2021-02-25
From New York Times
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

bestselling author Donna Grant
comes the first in a seductive
faery tale series sure to win
hearts. Four brothers, a secret
kingdom, and an ancient curse.
As a prince of a secret
kingdom, Lucian has one
objective: find his mate and
return to Drahcir before time
runs out. However, he’s
unprepared for Isabelle and
completely taken off guard by
his insatiable appetite for her.
But will passion be enough to
convince her to venture to a
place where magic is a way of
life? Isabelle has resigned
herself to her simple existence
until a fascinating, devilishly
handsome man walks into her
life. He shows her desire and
adventure that shakes the very
foundation of her world. She
soon realizes she can’t live
without him, but can she give
up the life she knows for one
she can’t begin to imagine?
The Guardian - Donna Grant
2020-09-21
Knowledge is power. They live
to protect. They live to fight for
honor and justice. They live to
love the women who have
captured their souls. These are
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the Sons of Texas, from New
York Times bestselling author
Donna Grant. As a double
agent, Maks Petrov has been so
many people, he doesn’t know
who he is anymore. While he
prefers to work alone, taking
down an organization like the
Saints requires some
help—even if he loathes asking
for it. Just one day in the
company of a sexy, fearless,
and brilliant information
broker makes him realize what
he’s been missing in life…and
fantasizing about what he
could have. Eden Fontaine
thought she knew the evils of
the world until she was
confronted with knowledge of
the Saints and what they’ve
done—and still could do. Lucky
for her, she has Maks by her
side, a trained operative who
not only makes her feel safe
and cared for but also makes
her blood run hot. Eden’s never
thought much about settling
down, but Maks makes her
crave a world without the
Saints and the handsome
guardian by her side for all
eternity. With the Saints
upping their game, Maks and
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

Eden have one shot at
assembling the intelligence
necessary to take down the evil
organization for good. If they
can, they may have a chance at
the happily ever after they both
deserve.
Everwylde - Donna Grant
2018-04-16
Re-enter the world of New York
Times bestselling author Donna
Grant’s spellbinding Kindred
series. They murdered her
family and she will have her
revenge. He intends to have
her first. It is no secret that
Ravyn will stop at nothing. The
orphaned witch hunter know
that her family’s murderer is
nearby. Ready to avenge their
loss, she rushes headlong into
battle. Carac is patient. He’s
built his army in stealth,
keeping his noble blood hidden
from the men who fight by his
side. He cannot let this
beautiful, headstrong witch
hunter thwart all his carefully
laid plans. The only way to stop
her is to fight by her side – and
try not to fall in love. But the
threat of the Coven is much
greater than either of them
planned on. Now they must
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fight together just to stay alive.
A Dark Guardian - Donna Grant
2021-06-06
New York Times bestselling
author Donna Grant brings you
the first of a thrilling timetravel adventure. Earth is
about to be annihilated by
creatures spoken of only in
myths and legends. The fabled
race of the Fae has gathered
together a group of warriors
highly skilled and trained to
defeat these creatures. These
men come from different times
and realms, giving their lives, if
necessary, to end the
destruction of our world. Dear
Reader – Have you ever wanted
to travel through time with
weapons crafted by the Fae
themselves? To experience
adventure so thrilling and
dangerous you don’t know if
you will live to see tomorrow?
Now my men and I are faced
with fighting creatures only
thought to live in legend but
which have been brought to
Earth by evil bent on
annihilating all the realms.
That is my life – and I love it. At
least I did until I found myself
staring into the angelic,
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

innocent face of Lady Mina of
Stone Crest. In all the time I
have led the Shields I have
trusted my instinct to keep us
alive, yet now I don’t know
what to believe. Everything
points to Mina as the evil
summoning the creatures, but
she proclaims her innocence. I
should be able to see through
her lies, if she is indeed lying,
but my attraction to her blinds
me to even that. The last time I
found myself so lured to a
woman, it nearly cost me the
lives of my men. I cannot allow
that to happen again. I won’t
allow that to happen again. Yet
every time she looks at me,
begging me with those bluegreen eyes to believe her, I find
myself sinking further under
her spell. Her mouth is a
temptation mortal men will
never know and her love will
either bring me the peace I
thought I’d never find – or the
death I’ve managed, thus far,
to avoid. Hugh the Righteous
Dark Alpha's Passion - Donna
Grant 2022-03-08
From New York Times
bestselling author Donna Grant
comes another gripping story
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in her Reaper series featuring
a brotherhood of elite assassins
who wage war on the Fae at
Death’s behest—and the
women who dare to love them.
There is no escaping a Reaper.
They are elite assassins, part of
a brotherhood that only
answers to Death. And when
Death says a Fae’s time is up,
they are who she sends… The
Fae Others think they have me
in their grip, but little do they
know that I’m working as a
double agent. My alliance now
lies with the Reapers and
Death, and it is my mission and
duty to destroy the malignant
organization before their rot
spreads. Unfortunately, a
surprise splits my focus—a
more than welcome one. I
never thought to reunite with
my lost true love. And now that
I have, I must find a way to
shelter her from the evil Six
and convince my new friends
that she’s not a threat.
Admittedly, there is some
doubt. How can there not be?
But I trust her. And I haven’t
seen her, held her, kissed her
for centuries. I loved her then,
will love her always, and will
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

do whatever it takes to keep
her by my side for as long as
we have. Her cunning and
courage hold me captive, and
our passion knows no bounds.
If only the timing were
better—and the world safer.
The Royal Treatment MaryJanice Davidson
2005-02-01
In a world nearly identical to
ours, the North won the Civil
War, Ben Affleck is the sexiest
man alive, and Russia never
sold Alaska to the U.S. Instead,
Alaska is a rough, beautiful
country ruled by a famously
eccentric royal family, and
urgently in need of a bride for
the Crown Prince. But they
have no idea what they're in for
when they offer the job to a
feisty commoner. . .a girl who's
going to need. . . The Royal
Treatment The Princess-To-Be
Primer, Or, Things I've Learned
Really Quick, As Compiled by
Her Future Royal Highness-Yeah, Whatever--Christina.
That's me. 1. Telling jokes you
picked up from the guys on the
fishing boat doesn't go over
really well at a fancy ball. 2.
Must learn to curtsy, stifle
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burps, and tell the difference
between a salad fork and a
fruit knife. 3. Must not keep
thinking about Prince David's
amazing eyes, lips, hands,
shoulders, uh. . .wait, can I
start over? 4. Becoming a
princess is a lot harder than it
looks. 5. Falling in love is a
whole lot easier. . . In this
dazzling, delightfully wacky
tale from MaryJanice Davidson,
a tough commoner and a royal
prince are about to discover
that who they truly are. . .and
what they desperately desire. .
.may both be closer than they
ever dreamed. . .
A Forbidden Temptation Donna Grant 2021-06-06
The fourth book in New York
Times bestselling author Donna
Grant’s sexy Shield series!
Salute! As one of the youngest
men ever to have the title of
general in ancient Rome’s
great army, fame and fortune
were my bedmates. I was
chosen by the Fae for my
mastery of any weapon.
Though the Shields like to
claim they are stronger
because of my abilities, I know
I am only alive today because
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

the Fae found me before my
demons could put an end to my
life. Adventure and danger
have always ruled me, and I
thrive on the thrill of the hunt.
I am loyal to the Shields,
willing to give my life to follow
Hugh and the others to fulfill
their oaths to save the world.
Who would have known
following such great men
would lead me to Nicole? She
is everything I have ever
wanted in a woman and more.
She is innocent and pure and
beautiful of face and spirit. And
she deserves better. Yet, every
time I think of her in the arms
of another man, I find that I
cannot let her go. For better or
worse, Nicole has bound
herself to me. I just pray the
demons loosen their hold
before the past catches up with
me and repeats itself.
Valentinus Romulus
Mystic Trinity - Donna Grant
2021-01-03
She’s the only one who can pull
him from the darkness… As
Commander of the Fae army,
Aimery is used to tracking evil
and putting an end to it. When
one of the rare and treasured
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blue dragons is killed and an
egg stolen, Aimery is ordered
to find the murderer. He never
expects it to be one of his
closest friends… Kyndra is a
priestess of the Dragon Order
sworn to protect all dragons in
the Realm of the Fae. She is
sent by the high priestess to
accompany Aimery and return
the killer for execution. Aimery
is instantly drawn to the swordwielding priestess, but he
knows he cannot have Kyndra.
Her life is sworn to the
dragons, to be touched by no
man. Neither expects to find
desire and unyielding passion
in the other. Yet when they
track the killer to another
realm, Aimery’s life is at stake
and Kyndra gives herself to
him and the love she cannot
deny in order to save him…
Dark Alpha's Silent Night Donna Grant 2021-12-07
New York Times bestselling
author Donna Grant gives us
an intimate peek into the
Reapers’ new life with an allnew, heartwarming holiday
tale… There is no escaping the
Reapers. We are elite
assassins, part of a
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

brotherhood that only answers
to Death. But when Death says
it’s our time to live, we are
more than happy to obey. We
have suffered betrayal,
heartbreak, chaos, and even
death. Despite another foe
lurking around the corner,
most of us have found
happiness and love. While
some still search, there is
contentment—a sense of peace
and purpose. And with the
holidays upon us, it is time to
celebrate the family we have
made. The one we chose. The
season is for revelry, and we
intend to take advantage.
Whatever may come next will
still be there after the last
present is unwrapped. And we
will face it. Together.
Everkin - Donna Grant
2017-12-07
She abandoned the man she
loves… in order to save him.
The natural-born witch broke
her lover’s heart when she ran
away, seven years ago. And to
stay out of the clutches of the
dangerous, evil Coven, Edra’s
been running ever since. She
never planned on running into
Radnar once again. But chance
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threw them together, and now
her knight has her in his arms.
Her soul mate is not about to
let her run from him again. And
the Coven knows it. His love is
the one thing they can use to
break Edra, and finally force
her to join them for good. But
what if this witch stops
running? And starts fighting
instead?
Highland Dawn - Donna Grant
2020-12-12
One prophecy to save the
world. Two realms fighting for
control. Three Druid sisters
who hold the key to salvation
and the hearts of the men who
would love them. Join New
York Times bestselling author
Donna Grant as she transports
you into the dark and
dangerous world of the Druids.
An immortal with unanswered
questions… The immortal
Dartayous, a powerful Druid
Warrior, is given one
mission–keep Moira alive to
fulfill the prophecy. But with
each passing day the burning
desire he feels for her eats
away at the wall surrounding
his heart… A Druid priestess in
search of a key… Moira
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

Sinclair must find the key to
enter the Realm of the Fae, but
once she enters the sacred
realm, secrets she has kept
buried rise and force her to see
herself for what she really is.
Will the beautiful and
commanding king of the Fae
win her heart? Or will
Dartayous finally claim her as
his own?
A Dark Seduction - Donna
Grant 2021-06-06
The third book in New York
Times bestselling author,
Donna Grant’s exciting Shield
series! Dear Friend, Most
would give all they had to be
raised in the Realm of the Fae.
I had no choice. I was too
young to remember anything of
my own realm, save for
snatches of memories that
could be no more than my
imagination. But if the Fae
hadn’t found me wandering
between realms after mine was
destroyed, I would be dead. It
was the Fae who raised me and
trained me in weaponry and
battle until I became a warrior
to be feared. When the same
evil that destroyed my realm
threatened Earth and the Fae, I
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was the first to volunteer for
the Shields. With my
immortality the only link I have
to my past, I take what comfort
I can in the arms of women. I
want nothing more than one
night with them, one night to
forget that I cannot remember
my family, one night to take
what pleasure I can. It isn’t
until Shannon that I begin to
think of more than one night in
her arms. Shannon has been
transported back in time from
Chicago to 1244 England
because the evil knows what
she is—one of the Chosen. It
plans to kill Shannon, but I
won’t allow that. My duty is to
protect her at all costs. I’ve
never known fear or love until
now—until Shannon. Cole the
Warrior
Dark Alpha's Caress - Donna
Grant 2020-11-16
There is no escaping a Reaper.
I am an elite assassin, part of a
brotherhood that only answers
to Death. And when Death says
your time is up, I’m coming for
you… Reborn to serve, I have
never once questioned Death’s
directives. Until my mission
leads me to a Halfling who stirs
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

things within me that I’ve
never felt before. Sorcha’s past
intrigues me, but not as much
as the gorgeous and stubborn
Halfling herself. Though the
Others are no more, our
enemies still lurk around every
corner. I can feel it. But for
her, I will battle whatever
comes my way—be it present
dangers or ghosts of the past.
Eversong - Donna Grant
2017-11-20
Everspell - Donna Grant
2020-12-21
New York Times bestselling
author Donna Grant “skillfully
melds history and legend” (RT
Book Reviews) in a brand new
series – The Kindred. Nothing
stays secret forever. Runa’s
world is full of mysteries.
Skilled at dwelling in the
shadows, she is prepared for
everything. Except the truth.
To save the family she never
knew she had, she has to make
a plan. A plan that doesn’t
involve the sexy, mysterious
stranger that keeps finding her
again and again… and taking
her breath away every time.
Faced with the impossible,
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Brom must make a choice.
Finding the Varroki and taking
his birthright was inevitable…
until he finds Runa. She is
captivating. She is beautiful.
She is dangerous. He can never
have her as a Varroki warrior
because they swear to live only
for the cause, never taking a
lover. Falling for her means
revealing all his secrets. But
with life and death – and the
battle between good and evil –
on the line, he might have to
break his own heart.
Of Fire And Flame - Donna
Grant 2021-03-22
Return to New York Times
bestselling author Donna
Grant's Dark Kings world for a
special prequel novella… Three
extraordinary beings, one
tangled Fate. Untold power
requires unfathomable
responsibility. But it also
brings danger, sacrifice,
heartache, and many tough
decisions. One fateful day and
the choices and actions therein
have the power to ripple across
time, affecting more people
than ever imagined. Destiny
brought them together. Fate
tore them apart. But time may
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

heal all wounds.
Evernight - Donna Grant
2020-05-18
"This series is one that is so
unique and intriguing because
it is a look at history and myth
that has not been done and
that no one else could come up
with making this truly a Donna
Grant masterpiece." - Michelle,
The Romance Witch reviews
New York Times bestselling
author Donna Grant “skillfully
melds history and legend” (RT
Book Reviews) in a thrilling
series – The Kindred. Their
paths were never supposed to
cross. Their love was never
supposed to be. Fighting to rid
the world of the Coven is her
only purpose. After losing
everything to the witches,
revenge is all Synne has to
keep her grief at bay. But when
even her beloved trees cannot
soothe her, she knows that she
is almost lost… Until he finds
her. Being next in line to rule
his clan means that Lachlan
MacCullum had a path for his
life. But when a gorgeous
Hunter crosses that path,
everything changes. She makes
him feel things he never
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thought possible. She reminds
him of the world he’d almost
forgotten. Consumed with the
need to win her heart, he
forges a new path. One that
leads them both straight into
the hands of evil.
Highland Fires - Donna Grant
2020-12-12
RECOMMENDED READ
"Highland Fires will quickly
grab your attention and hold it.
Lugus stole my heart." Klarissa, Joyfully Reviewed One
prophecy to save the world.
Two realms fighting for
control. Three Druid sisters
who hold the key to salvation
and the hearts of the men who
would love them. Join New
York Times bestselling author
Donna Grant as she transports
you into the dark and
dangerous world of the Druids.
A haunted man... Once a
powerful Fae and heir to the
throne of the Fae, Lugus has
been given a second chance by
his brother the Fae king. No
longer immortal, Lugas makes
his home off the coast of
Scotland as he struggles to
cope with his foul deeds and
memories of a love that was
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

never his. A hunted woman...
Ahryn has been bound to the
realm of Earth by an ancient
Celtic slave bracelet that
prevents her from using any of
her Fae magic. As her hope
dwindles, she spots Lugus and
knows he is her last chance.
Though he was banished from
the realm of the Fae and
stripped of his immortality, she
trusts him with her life...and
her heart.
Heart of Gold - Donna Grant
2021-02
Return to Dreagan for a special
Valentine's story featuring
Constantine, the King of
Dragon Kings, and his mate…
He’s loved her for eons, wanted
her forever, and a day never
passes without her at the
forefront of his mind. The only
way Con could pass the time as
his fellow Dragon Kings slept
away the centuries was to
record his thoughts in journals:
one for his responsibilities as
King of Dragon Kings, and
another for the object of his
desire. Now that she’s finally
back in his life and his arms,
it’s time she learns the truth.
He played a part all those
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eons—maybe a little too
well—but he never stopped
loving her, and his journal will
show her just how much. But
Con is the one in for a surprise
as his mate turns the tables on
him and leads him on a merry
chase. If he can find her, he
knows he’s in for something
special. But then again, every
day is extraordinary with his
love by his side. And,
thankfully, their future has
never looked brighter.
Prince of Seduction - Donna
Grant 2021-02-25
Return to New York Times
bestselling author Donna
Grant’s enchanting Royal
Chronicles series with a sexy
prince and his runaway bride.
Four brothers, a secret
kingdom, and an ancient curse.
As one of four Drahcir princes,
finding women has always
come easily for Elric, and when
he finally finds his mate, he
intends to convince her to
return with him by using his
famed seduction. However, she
isn’t anything like the women
he’s encountered before, and
he realizes it will take more
than wiles to win his mate—it
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

will take his heart. After being
left at the altar and devastated,
Marin believes Scotland is the
answer to healing her broken
spirit. But the last thing she
expects to find is a man who
steals her breath with his
kisses and makes her heart
skip a beat with his smiles.
Even as she tries to keep her
distance, Marin realizes she is
no match for Elric’s seductive
charms. And when faced with
danger, Marin must choose:
Elric and his secret kingdom…
Or life without him.
Moon Struck - Donna Grant
2017-07-24
HIS FIGHT TO BE WHOLE
Years ago, Solomon LaRue’s
life was ripped apart when his
fiancée was taken from him
brutally and without cause.
After, he vowed to never love
again and put all of his energy
into defending New Orleans
from the evil Voodoo priestess
out to destroy everything he
held dear. Until a beautiful and
maddening witch from the
Quarter comes into his life and
shakes everything up. Now, he
thinks of nothing but her, and
despite the dangers
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surrounding his family, he
can’t help but alter his plans to
make sure she stays safe. At all
costs. HER REASON FOR
BEING For most of her life,
Minka Verdin thought she was
nothing more than a gifted
fortune teller until a lifealtering experience brought
her into her powers. Now,
honed and hardened to be the
weapon she knows she can be,
she has no time for lust and
love in her life. Unfortunately,
a certain sexy-as-sin werewolf
occupies her thoughts—and
her heart—day in and day out.
Minka knows that the survival
of many is always more
important than the safety of
one, and she is more than
willing to sacrifice herself so
that those she loves remain
untouched. But Solomon is
having none of that and
reminds her that there is no
force as strong as the magic
between them
A Warrior's Heart - Donna
Grant 2021-06-06
In the final Shields tale, join
New York Times bestselling
author Donna Grant for a
moving story of love and
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

redemption. Regards Reader –
There are those who would
love to rid themselves of
painful memories, to forget
mistakes. And pasts. They say
it’s hell to live with those
memories. I say it’s hell to live
without them. I have no
recollections of my past, my
friends, or family. I owe my life
to the Fae who discovered me
bleeding and near dead at their
doorway. They saved me and
offered me a new life. I’ve
served the Fae and the Shields
since that fateful day. My
unique knowledge of herbs and
healing has been needed to
save the Shields countless
times. They are my brethren,
my family. Yet I am alone. No
matter where I search or what
questions I ask, I discover
nothing to open a doorway in
my mind of locked memories.
Until I catch a glimpse of a
woman who seems as familiar
to me as breathing. Though
Jayna claims to not know me,
our bodies, our souls recognize
the other. I agonize over what
she keeps hidden in the depths
of her haunted hazel eyes. I
fear the dark thoughts that lurk
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in my heart and wonder at any
black deeds of my past. If what
I dread comes to pass, death
will not come swift enough.
Above all, I must keep Jayna
safe. She is the only one that
has quieted my soul and shown
me serenity. Gabriel the
Hollow
Dark Beginnings: A First in
series boxset - Donna Grant
Beginnings are so sweet...
Features three novellas by New
York Times bestselling author
Donna Grant. Each story is the
first in series and ends in a
happily ever after. WILD
FEVER Olivia Breaux left the
small Cajun town the day of
her high school graduation and
never looked back. Until an
unfortunate event sends her
home ten years later.
Returning to her hometown
brings back memories and long
held desires for the impossibly
gorgeous - and aloof - Vincent.
MOON KISSED Myles LaRue
was content owning a bar and
hunting evil in the French
Quarter. He wasn't looking for
love, especially after the
tragedy his family already
experienced. But when the
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

exquisite Addison Moore walks
into his life, he can't help but
be charmed. Despite the
dangers surrounding them,
Myles comes to one conclusion
- against the odds they found
each other, and now that they
have, he will do whatever it
takes to keep her safe. PRINCE
OF DESIRE Lucian, a prince of
a secret kingdom, must find his
mate and return with her to
Drahcir before time runs out.
He's unprepared for Isabelle
and the insatiable appetite he
has for her. But will the
passion they feel be enough to
convince her to venture to a
hidden kingdom where magic
is a way of life?
Royal Chronicles Box Set Donna Grant 2021-02-25
From New York Times
bestselling author Donna Grant
comes a seductive faery tale
series sure to win hearts. Four
brothers, a secret kingdom,
and an ancient curse. Prince of
Desire As a prince of a secret
kingdom, Lucian has one
objective: find his mate and
return to Drahcir before time
runs out. However, he’s
unprepared for Isabelle and
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completely taken off guard by
his insatiable appetite for her.
But will passion be enough to
convince her to venture to a
place where magic is a way of
life? Prince of Seduction As one
of four Drahcir princes, finding
women has always come easily
for Elric, and when he finally
finds his mate, he intends to
convince her to return with him
by using his famed seduction.
However, she isn’t anything
like the women he’s
encountered before, and he
realizes it will take more than
wiles to win his mate—it will
take his heart. Prince of Love
As the youngest of the four
princes, Sorin waited for his
chance to search out his mate.
Now, it’s his time to fulfill his
duty, and he refuses to fail. But
the dangerous magical
creature tracking his every
move is one step ahead of him,
and Sorin must reveal the truth
of what he is and where he
comes from to his mate—or die
trying. Will the undeniable
attraction they share, be
enough to convince her to
leave everything she knows
and enter a magical kingdom?
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

Prince of Passion Keiran has
always allowed his passions to
rule him—for both good and
bad. But as the eldest and heir
to the throne of Drahcir, he
acutely feels the weight of the
family’s ancient curse and
knows that time is running out.
When Keiran gives in to a night
of desire and discovers his
mate, the fire he feels shifts
course. He must convince her
to return with him in time to
save his beloved kingdom
before evil destroys everything
he loves.
Everbound - Donna Grant
2018-12-03
"This series is one that is so
unique and intriguing because
it is a look at history and myth
that has not been done and
that no one else could come up
with making this truly a Donna
Grant masterpiece." - Michelle,
The Romance Witch reviews
New York Times bestselling
author Donna Grant “skillfully
melds history and legend” (RT
Book Reviews) in a thrilling
series – The Kindred. Her
magic is strong. But his desire
is stronger. Helena wants no
part in the war of the witches.
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But when the strength of her
magic brings the Coven’s wrath
upon her, she takes a stand.
Then they nearly take her life.
Jarin swore an oath. The
Varroki warrior knows he must
never take a lover. His sole
mission is to fight the Coven’s
plan for domination. But that
mission brings him to Helena’s
side. Is he willing to break the
bonds of brotherhood for love?
Trusting him means Helena is
putting more than just her life
in his hands. She’s risking her
heart as well. They both could
lose everything. And with the
Coven’s power growing, that
includes their lives
A Kind of Magic - Donna
Grant 2021-06-06
New York Times bestselling
author Donna Grant returns
with the Shields in the next
installment featuring love and
sacrifice. Greetings Dear
Reader, I’m an immortal prince
of Thales. I’ve lived a life of
grandeur, revered and
respected, but my one true love
was combat. I was given an
extraordinary gift in my battle
abilities and soon became
known as Thales’ finest
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

warrior. But all that changed
the day my brother died, and
evil descended upon my realm.
With Thales on the verge of
ruin, I bound myself to the
Shields to protect the realms
from the wickedness that
ravages them. But I have a
dark secret that I must atone
for. Then, and only then, can I
return to Thales and face my
family. My special battle skills
and my immortality keep my
goals in front of me. They have
always been clear… Until Elle.
Elle makes me long for things I
cannot have. Her innate
goodness makes me want to
grasp what she offers with both
hands, but I know that we can
never have what she seeks.
Elle bears a mark that signals
her one of a chosen few who
were sent to Earth as infants.
She and the others who bear
the mark must be found and
kept hidden from the ancient
evil that seeks them, for they
hold the key to the evil’s
ruination. The only way to keep
Elle safe is to keep her by my
side, but can I resist the
temptation to take her love?
Roderick of Thales
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The Defender - Donna Grant
2019-06-11
Their love knows no borders. A
loner who exudes danger, Lev
Ivanski has spent his life in
service to one man, someone
he loves and respects. But
things are changing. Rapidly.
Lev and his boss have allies
and friends and a new mission
more important their than
business, all because of the
Saints. This clandestine
organization needs to be taken
down, and Lev has the skills to
help. What he doesn’t expect is
to be at the mercy of a woman
who makes him crave more
than he ever thought to want.
Determined and dedicated,
Reyna Harris is used to danger
and living on the edge. An exCIA operative, she’s been
embedded with the Saints for
years, trying to take them
down from the inside. When
her cover is blown, she is
forced to trust a man she just
met, fighting their way out of
one battle after another. But
there’s something about Lev
that Reyna knows she can
trust. And love. She needs Lev
– and not just to take a swipe at
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

the Saints. Together they’re an
unstoppable force. And with
their friends, they just might
succeed in their mission.
Wild Rapture - Donna Grant
2017-10-09
LOST BUT NOT
FORGOTTEN… Tempestuous,
willful Riley Chiasson has been
hunting the supernatural with
her family since she was old
enough to know what it was.
But that puts her right in the
sights of a Voodoo priestess
who captures Riley, putting her
in a perpetual state of amnesia.
Until Riley crosses path with a
handsome stranger who makes
her feel as if she’s destined for
more, and it’s not just the
lifetime she envisions in the
gorgeous lawman’s arms.
There’s something she’s been
made to forget. Something
she’s determined to remember.
But that puts not just herself
but Marshall in danger. THE
ULTIMATE SACRIFICE…
Sheriff Marshall Ducet hasn’t
been able to escape the
paranormal. Nor can he forget
the alluring, Riley. From the
moment he set eyes on her, he
felt a connection, so when Riley
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goes missing, he returns to his
home town of New Orleans to
search for her. When he finally
finds Riley, he vows to do
everything in his power to
bring her back to herself, her
family—and him. But Delphine
is a powerful foe, and even
with the help of Riley’s
brothers, cousins, and their
allies, victory is not
guaranteed. But one thing is
certain, Marshall will do
anything to have Riley by his
side.
Prince of Love - Donna Grant
2021-02-25
New York Times bestselling
author Donna Grant returns to
Drahcir with a tale of love and
magic unlike any other. Four
brothers, a secret kingdom,
and an ancient curse. As the
youngest of the four princes,
Sorin waited for his chance to
search out his mate. Now, it’s
his time to fulfill his duty, and
he refuses to fail. But the
dangerous magical creature
tracking his every move is one
step ahead of him, and Sorin
must reveal the truth of what
he is and where he comes from
to his mate—or die trying. Will
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

the undeniable attraction they
share, be enough to convince
her to leave everything she
knows and enter a magical
kingdom? Katrina feared she’d
never find a man to hold her
interests. Until Sorin. He’s
charismatic, dangerous, and
handsome as sin, and she feels
alive when she’s with him—as
if she’s waited for him her
entire life. Katrina knows in
her heart that they’re meant to
be together, but is the love she
feels enough to leave her
family behind forever?
Wild Fever - Donna Grant
2014-02-02
A WOMAN’S PASSION Olivia
Breaux left the small Cajun
town the day of her high school
graduation and never looked
back. Until an unfortunate
event sends her home ten years
later. Returning to her
hometown brings back
memories and long held
desires for the impossibly
gorgeous – and aloof – Vincent.
A HUNTER’S DESIRE
Handsome, resilient Vincent
Chiasson takes his job as
hunter to supernatural beings
in the bayous seriously. When
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an unknown creature begins
killing women the Chiasson
family has contact with,
Vincent knows this has
something to do with his
parents’ deaths years earlier.
To make matters worse, the
one woman he’s yearned to call
his own has returned – and is
targeted by the beast. He’ll
have to face his past – and
confront his future – to save
Olivia…
Whisky And Wishes - Donna
Grant 2020-12-07
Return to New York Times
bestselling author Donna
Grant's Dark King world for a
special holiday novella. Finally
free of the dangers
surrounding him and the
burden of pining after his mate,
the King of Dragon Kings is
ready for some peace—time to
enjoy the woman he loves
without interruption. Sure, the
matter of accessing the clans
across the Dragon Bridge still
looms, as does the ultimate
Fate of Con and his brethren.
But for now, Con plans to enjoy
the people he loves and
celebrate the holidays with
those closest to him. Why
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

borrow from tomorrow’s
problems? When the time
comes to confront what’s next,
they will do it. Together.
Iron Ember - Donna Grant
2022-10-11
Delve into the thrilling first
installment of the all-new Skye
Druids series by New York
Times bestselling author Donna
Grant, where magic reigns and
danger abounds. Skye isn’t just
an island. It’s a home. A refuge.
But not to Elodie MacLean. Not
anymore. Tragedy tore her
world apart and then took the
one thing she felt made her
whole. She vowed she’d never
return, but that’s exactly where
she ends up. Now, surrounded
by the ghosts of her past,
Elodie must navigate her
version of Hell and try to make
peace with herself and her
family. But someone or
something doesn’t want her on
Skye, and she finds herself
attacked—and this time not by
her personal demons. Scott
Ryan has a mission: uncover
who has been killing Druids
and why. When his quest takes
him to the beautiful Isle of
Skye, he doesn’t think anything
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could captivate him more than
the land itself—until he lays
eyes on the breathtaking and
confident beauty his leader
sent him to find. However, it’s
clear that she has trust issues,
and he can’t reveal his
plans—at least, not yet. But
he’s always been sure of his
ability to sway a person, and
she’s a challenge he's more
than happy to accept,
especially when he finds he will
do anything to protect her.
With so much history and so
many secrets, victory is
anything but guaranteed for
the couple and their allies. And
the forces at work, those who
wish to rule the Scottish isle
and all those who reside there,
have a plan that nobody will
see coming
Dark Alpha's Command Donna Grant 2022-09-06
From New York Times
bestselling author Donna Grant
comes another action-packed
installment in her thrilling
Reaper series, featuring a
brotherhood of elite assassins
who wage war on the Fae at
Death's behest—and the
women who dare to love them.
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

There is no escaping a Reaper.
I am an elite assassin, part of a
brotherhood that only answers
to Death. And when Death says
your time is up, I’m coming for
you… I’ve been a part of so
many different worlds I’m not
sure who I am or where I fit in
anymore. Honestly, with
everything I’ve been through,
being called across realms and
encountering the beautiful
Druid who instantly captures
my attention—and my
heart—shouldn’t have
surprised me. But it did. Not as
much as discovering how it
feels to brush against her
magic, however. Now, we must
navigate these new waters and
fight against our latest threat,
hoping that our combined
power and that of our allies is
enough to defeat our foe.
Because the Fae Others want
to end the Reapers and take
over the realm, and their
leader is one of the most
formidable enemies we’ve ever
faced. The battle won’t be easy,
but with this strong, resilient
mortal by my side and some
help from our friends, it’s a
fight I’m more than willing to
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enter—as long as it means
she’s by my side. Forever.
Dark Alpha's Need - Donna
Grant 2021-10-11
From New York Times
bestselling author Donna Grant
comes another gripping story
in her Reaper series featuring
a brotherhood of elite assassins
who wage war on the Fae at
Death's behest—and the
women who dare to love them.
There is no escaping a Reaper.
I am an elite assassin, part of a
brotherhood that only answers
to Death. And when Death says
your time is up, I’m coming for
you… The latest threat
uncovered, it is my honor and
duty to oust those responsible
for the slaughter of so many
and make the Fae Others pay
for their crimes. However,
nothing could have prepared
me for the stunning and
curious female that crosses my
path. She’s an enigma: equal
parts strength and
vulnerability. She quiets the
rage I’ve carried within me for
so long and makes me question
Death’s directives for the first
time ever. Her tragic,
emotional story touches
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

something deep within me, and
her bravery is aweinspiring—which makes it
doubly hard to let her return to
the enemy and the dangers
that await. I never expected
her, but I need her. She is
everything to me, and I will do
whatever it takes to make sure
she’s safe and by my side.
Forever.
Highland Nights - Donna Grant
2020-12-07
One prophecy to save the
world. Two realms fighting for
control. Three Druid sisters
who hold the key to salvation
and the hearts of the men who
would love them. Join New
York Times bestselling author
Donna Grant as she transports
you into the dark and
dangerous world of the Druids.
A Mercenary haunted by his
sinister past… Gregor
MacLachlan has much to hide.
Not only has he made a name
for himself throughout
Scotland as a man that knew
how to kill, but no one knows
his true identity as that of the
laird of MacLachlan’s
son–banished from his home.
Gregor has been content with
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his life, never relying on
anyone or anything. Until
Fiona… A powerful Druid
priestess… Fiona Sinclair
depends on one person–herself.
She learned early on that she
was alone in this world, a world
that took her sisters and her
parents. Yet, the call to The
Druid’s Glen is strong, and the
man responsible for her
parent’s death stalks her.
There is only one man that can
get her safely to the Glen, but
can she afford the price Gregor
asks when it means giving up
both her freedom … and her
heart?
Highland Magic - Donna Grant
2020-12-12
HIGHLAND MAGIC is an
enchanting romance that will
sweep you off your feet. I loved
this story, and cannot wait to
see where Ms. Grant takes us
next. -Melissa, Novel Talk One
prophecy to save the world.
Two realms fighting for
control. Three Druid sisters
who hold the key to salvation
and the hearts of the men who
would love them. Join New
York Times bestselling author
Donna Grant as she transports
wild-fever-chiasson-1-donna-grant

you into the dark and
dangerous world of the Druids.
A vow made... For centuries
Frang has kept a secret - he's
immortal. 'Tis a curse instead
of a blessing though. His
immortality was bestowed
upon him to teach him a lesson,
and instead of remaining
youthful, the curse turned him
into the image of an old man.
He's waited for the day he
could return to a mortal man,
but when that day arrives and
he must leave his beloved
Druid's Glen, he suddenly finds
he might not want to be mortal
after all. A secret kept... Kenna
holds a great secret, one that if
discovered could have her
burned at the stake. She's not
just a healer, she's a Druid. 'Tis
a secret she has buried deep
inside her. Until Frang. He
offers freedom in the Druids, a
promise too heady to ignore.
Prince of Passion - Donna
Grant 2021-02-25
In the final Royal Chronicles
tale, join New York Times
bestselling author Donna Grant
for a moving story of love and
sacrifice. Four brothers, a
secret kingdom, and an ancient
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curse. Keiran has always
allowed his passions to rule
him—for both good and bad.
But as the eldest and heir to
the throne of Drahcir, he
acutely feels the weight of the
family’s ancient curse and
knows that time is running out.
When Keiran gives in to a night
of desire and discovers his
mate, the fire he feels shifts
course. He must convince her
to return with him in time to
save his beloved kingdom
before evil destroys everything
he loves. Senga has loved
Keiran from afar for ages,
living to catch glimpses of him
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in the streets. When one of the
famed Fae urges her to leave
the kingdom to await Keiran,
she’s surprised to discover that
she is his mate. Unfortunately,
when Keiran finds her, it’s not
as she’d hoped, but that
doesn’t stop the passion that
flares to life between them.
Even as their attraction cannot
be denied, the evil hunting
them will stop at nothing to
destroy them and fulfill
Keiran’s family’s
curse—obliterating the
kingdom and all within. Will
Senga’s love be enough to end
it all once and for all?
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